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Abstract

We construct a single-stage startup financing model, in which the entrepreneur strategically
chooses debt-equity ratio as a signaling device in order to inform his project value to the

investors. In our model, there is a penniless entrepreneur who plans an innovative project

and he seeks for seed investment to launch the project. Based on the entrepreneur’s choice
of capital structure, investors evaluate the project value. In particular, debt investors de-

termine required return while equity investors ask their equity share for a given amount
of investment. We allow for endogenous probability of bankruptcy which increases in the

amount of debt as in Ross (1977).
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1 Introduction

For technology startups, one of the most important issues is access to capital. Due to the absence

of track records, it is essential for startups to inform the the value of their projects to potential

investors. Thus startups need to reveal reliable information about their ability in order to attract

investors in early financing stages. Intuitively, one may believe that the amount of patents filed

credibly transmits information about the value of technology startups. Indeed, according to the

empirical analysis of Graham et al. (2009), filing patent is useful for technology startups to secur-

ing financing and enhancing reputation. Recently, the role of the patent as a signaling device is

extensively studied in the theoretical models of Conti et al. (2013a), Conti et al. (2013b), and Hahn

et al. (2017) develop theoretic models.

On the other hand, there are few studies which examine how the choice of a startup’s capital

structure signals to potential investors in the early-stage financing. It is true that the conventional

studies of Leland and Pyle (1977), Ross (1977), and Myers and Majuluf (1984) consider asymmet-

ric information between insiders and outside investors and examine the the role of a firm’s choice

of capital structure as a signaling device to the investors. However, these studies are not closely

related to startup financing in two aspects. First, they do not take into account risky debt and initial

issuance of equity share at the same time. As Denis (2004) point out, equity investment is essential

part of early-stage financing since startups’ project are not profitable yet in most cases. Practically,

entrepreneurs make contracts about the distribution of initial equity share with outside investors

such as venture capitals and business angels. Furthermore, most startups had some form of debt

financing and as startups possess more fixed asset which can be collateral, they increase debt fi-

nancing as shown in the empirical study of Cassar (2004). This implies that the debt is believed to

be risky in startup financing. However, Ross (1977) and Myers and Majuluf (1984) assume equity

investors who already invested to ongoing businesses and keep holding their shares and Leland and

Pyle (1977) consider debt investment which yields risk-free return.

Second, in their conventional models, investors have precise information about the distribu-

tion of the firm value and update their information in Bayesian fashion. In the startup financ-

ing, however, an entrepreneur’s project may involve highly innovative technology with a few track

records and investors may face difficulties to estimate the quality of information signals from the

entrepreneur. The investors would have multiple probability beliefs about the value of the inno-

vative project. To the best of our knowledge, among the studies which deal with signaling game

between an entrepreneur and investors, only Kim and Wagman (2016) and Hahn et al. (2017) take

into account investors’ multiple beliefs about probability distribution of asset payoffs. However,

theses studies do not allow for the entrepreneur’s choice of capital structure as a signaling device.

Our question is about the entrepreneur’s choice of the capital structure. How does the en-

trepreneur choose the amount of debt or equity in order to send credible signal about the project

value to potential investors? To find the answer to the question, we construct a single-stage startup

financing model, in which the entrepreneur strategically chooses debt-equity ratio as a signaling
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device in order to inform his project value to the investors. In our model, there is a penniless en-

trepreneur who plans an innovative project and he seeks for seed investment to launch the project.

Based on the entrepreneur’s choice of capital structure, investors evaluate the project value. In par-

ticular, debt investors determine required return while equity investors ask their equity share for a

given amount of investment. We allow for endogenous probability of bankruptcy which increases

in the amount of debt as in Ross (1977).

The purpose of this study is to investigate effects of the entrepreneur’s choice of debt-equity ra-

tio on the startup financing when ambiguity is absent and when it is present. We will derive perfect

Bayesian equilibria in the signaling game and refine them into a unique equilibrium by invoking

Intuitive Criterion of Cho and Kreps (1987). Then we will characterize the refined equilibrium from

the perspectives of debt investors’ investment amount, equity share asked by the equity investors’,

and the entrepreneur’s expected profit. In particular, we focus on investigating ambiguity effects on

startup financing in the extended model. Since we endogenize the probability of the bankruptcy,

the entrepreneur’s signaling choice affects the expected project value and thus the signal is produc-

tive in the sense of Spence (1974). Finally, we will empirically investigate our implications using

detailed data on Korean startup’s debt-equity ratio and their value just after initial public offerings.

This study is related to Conti et al. (2013a), Conti et al. (2013b), and Hahn et al. (2017), in

which the entrepreneur signals the amount of patent to investors. We complement them in three

aspects. First, we consider the entrepreneur’s choice of capital structure as a signaling device. Al-

though patent can play an important role in startup financing to secure finance as shown in Graham

et al. (2009), some entrepreneurs may grasp business opportunities without filing patents. Indeed,

their data also shows that, in software industry, there are one third of startups which do not hold

patents. Our model can capture the behavior of startups in startup financing whether they acquire

patents or not. Second, our model endogenizes the probability of bankruptcy, which increases in

the amount of debt. In general, startups have relatively high possibility of bankruptcy and investors

require compensation for taking the risk. Although Conti et al. (2013a) allow for debt investment

from acquaintances, they assume that the debt yields risk-free return. Third, this study adopts

multiple prior beliefs of project value of investors. Only Kim and Wagman (2016) and Hahn et

al. (2017) introduce ambiguity into the signaling games in startup financing.

This study is also closely related to signaling model of Leland and Pyle (1977) and Ross (1977).

In our model, the entrepreneur raises fund from both debt investors and equity investors as in

Leland an Pyle (1977). However, their model assumes that the debt yields a fixed risk-free rate and

its value is independent of the project value. To capture the feature of startup financing, in our

model, the debt is risky and its value and return are endogenously determined based on the market

evaluation of the entrepreneur’s project. We take into account endogenous bankruptcy probability,

which increase in the amount of the debt as in Ross (1977). However, Ross (1977) does not allow

for new equity contract and thus his model cannot explain the participation of venture capitals and

business angels in startup financing. Furthermore, in Ross (1977), the manager’s compensation is

the weighted average of the firm’s current and future values. In this model, the entrepreneur uses
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all investment to launch the project and get paid after the project value is realized.

Implications of ambiguous belief and ambiguity aversion in financial markets have been exten-

sively studies over past two decades. To model ambiguity behavior of investors, which is evidenced

by the Ellsberg (1961) paradox, we can adopt the maxmin expected utility (MEU) model (Gilboa

and Schmeidler, 1989), the smooth ambiguity model (Klibanoff et al. , 2005), the multiplier utility

model (Hansen and Sargent, 2001), and the variational utility model (Maccheroni et al., 2006).

Note that in the MEU model, ambiguity (belief) and the ambiguity aversion (taste) are not sepa-

rated and investors facing ambiguity show the extremely conservative behavior of traders facing

ambiguity in that they consider the worst-case probability distribution.

This study belongs to the growing literature on signaling game between an entrepreneur and

investors in startup financing. Conti et al. (2013a), Conti et al. (2013b), and Hahn et al. (2017)

consider patent signal while Elitzur and Gavious (2003) and Kim and Wagman (2016) focus on

participation of business angels or venture capitals in seed investment. Kim and Wagman (2016)

consider an entrepreneur’s choice between angel and venture capital financing in the first stage as

a signal to the investor who participate in the second stage. In Elitzur and Gavious (2003), whether

an entrepreneur is financed by an angel or not is a signal about his future effort level to venture

capitals. They also show that their outcome is not efficient since there exists free-rider problem of

the entrepreneur. Arcot (2013) develops a theory of the participating convertible preferred (PCP)

stock commonly used in venture capital settings. He shows that the participation and convertibility

features of PCP stock can be used to reduce information asymmetry between the venture and

potential investors at the time of exit.

2 Model

An entrepreneur has an innovative project which requires initial investment K. He plans to raise

funds from two types of investors: banks and venture capitals (VCs). In this model, we assume that

the entrepreneur makes debt contract with the banks and makes equity contract with the VCs and

both investment markets are under Bertrand competition. Thus banks and VCs are represented by

a single investor, respectively. There is asymmetric information between the entrepreneur and the

investors. Only the entrepreneur knows his exact type while the debt investor and equity investor

do not. The entrepreneur’s type space is given by T ≡ {H,L}. We call the entrepreneur whose

types is H is the high type and whose type is L is the low type. The debt and equity investors have

a prior belief µ about the entrepreneur’s type such that µ(H) = q.

The game between the entrepreneur and the investors is played over three period (τ = 0, 1, 2).

In period τ = 0, nature determines the entrepreneur’s type t ∈ T based on the entrepreneur’s ability.

We assume that the entrepreneur’s project value Xt at τ = 2 is uniformly distributed between zero

and xt (i.e., Xt ∼ U [0, xt]) where xH > xL. In period τ = 1, the entrepreneur chooses the face

value Dt of the debt in order to signal his type to the bank and the VC. Note that the face value

Dt should be less than xt. After observing the signal, the bank invests V D
0

while the VC invests
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K − V D
0

= θt̂V
E
0

for equity share θt̂ where t̂ ∈ T is the entrepreneur’s type perceived by the

investors. In period τ = 2, project value Xt is realized and the entrepreneur, the bank, and the VC

get paid. The sequence of the event is illustrated in Figure 1 below.

τ = 0

Nature determines

entrepreneur’s type.

Entrepreneur chooses

costly debt level D.

τ = 1

Investors observe Dt.

The debt investor invests V D

0

The equity investor invests θ
t̂
V E

0 .

τ = 2

Project value Xt is realized.

Entrepreneur and investors

get paid.

Figure 1: Sequence of events

An increase in debt obligation Dt at τ = 2 leads to the rise the default probability of the

entrepreneur. Specifically, each type’s default probability is given by Dt/xt. Therefore, if the both

types have the same debt level, the high type has a lower default probability than the low type.

Our model takes into account the bankruptcy cost. After bankruptcy, the bank (debt holder) can

take only the fraction of the remaining value, which is given by (1− α)Xt where α ∈ (0, 1). In our

model, thus, the entrepreneur’s choice of the capital structure affects the his project value unlike

the claim of Modigliani and Miller (1958).

Let Ft be the distribution function of Xt. Then the expected project value is given by

E[Xt] =
1

1 + rf

[

(1− α)

∫ Dt

0

xdFt(x) +

∫ xt

Dt

xdFt(x)

]

=
1

1 + rf

[

xt
2

−
αD2

t

2xt

]

where rf is the risk-free rate. The first term xt/2 in the bracket is the expected project value without

bankruptcy cost and the second term αD2
t /(2xt) is the loss of the expected project value due to

the bankruptcy cost. For simplicity, henceforth, we set rf = 0. The expected project value E[Xt]

increases in maximum project value xt while it decreases in the bankruptcy cost represented by α.

Note that the entrepreneur’s debt level Dt is a productive signal since it affects the expected project

value. To ensure the participation of the investors, the minimum expected project value should be

greater than required investment K to launch the project and thus we assume that1

(1− α)xL
2

> K. (2.1)

1To find the minimum expected project value between all types, we should consider changes of t and Dt at the same

time. For the high type and the low type, the minimum expected project values are given by

E[XH ] =
(1− α)xH

2
and E[XL] =

(1− α)xL

2
,

respectively, and we have E[XH ]− E[XL] = (1− α)(xH − xL)/2 > 0.
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After receiving the signal from the entrepreneur, the bank evaluates the debt value V D
0

and we

have

V D
0 (t̂) = (1− α)

∫ Dt

0

xdFt̂(x) +

∫ x
t̂

Dt

DtdFt̂(x).

On the other hand, the VC who observes the signal chooses his equity share θt̂. Let the project’s

total equity value be denoted by V E
0

and then we have

V E
0
(t̂) =

∫ x
t̂

Dt

(x−Dt)dFt̂(x).

Thus the value of the VC’s equity share becomes θt̂V
E
0

. Under the competitive investment markets,

the bank and VC should invest V D
0

and θt̂V
E
0

at τ = 1, and thus the expected utilities of the bank

and the VC should be zero, i.e., UB = UV C = 0. Since the required investment K to initiate the

project is financed from the bank and the VC, we have

K = V D
0 + θt̂V

E
0 .

The entrepreneur’s expected revenue is given by

wt̂(Dt) ≡ (1− θt̂)V
E
0 (t̂) = (1− θt̂)

∫ xt

Dt

(x−Dt)dFt(x).

If the entrepreneur fails to repay the dept at τ = 2, he may lose his reputation or would gain a bad

credit rating. Thus we consider the individual loss γ of the entrepreneur when his project ends with

bankruptcy. Then the entrepreneur’s expected individual loss when bankruptcy occurs is given by

γDt/xt. Let γH ≡ γ/xH and γL ≡ γ/xL. Since γH < γL, the low type’s each dollar of debt incurs a

higher cost than the high type’s. The entrepreneur’s expected utility is given by

UE(Dt; t) = wt̂(Dt)− γtDt.

3 Separating Equilibria

In separating equilibria, the investors correctly perceive the entrepreneur’s true type, i.e., t̂ =

t ∈ T . For each type t ∈ T , the value of the debt at τ = 1 is given by

V D
0
(t) = (1− α)

∫ Dt

0

xdFt(x) +

∫ xt

Dt

DtdFt(x)

=
(1− α)D2

t

2xt
+

Dt

xt
(xt −Dt) =

Dt

xt

[

xt −
(1 + α)Dt

2

]

.

It is clear that the debt value V D
0

increases in the maximum project value xt and decreases in

default cost α. However, the effect of face value Dt on V D
0

is unclear. Debt value V D
0

increases in

face value Dt if and only if the maximum project value xt relative to Dt is sufficiently high such

that xt/Dt > 1 + α holds.
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The entrepreneur raises remaining fund K − V D
0

= θtV
E
0

by making the equity contract with

the VC. For each type t ∈ T , the value of the equity share θt at τ = 1 is given by

θtV
E
0 (t) = θt

∫ xt

Dt

(x−Dt)dFt(x)

=
θt
2xt

(xt −Dt)
2.

Note that V E
0

increases in xt and decreases in Dt.

Since the entrepreneur’s revenue is the same with the value of equity share 1 − θt which he

takes, we have

wt(Dt) =
(1− θt)

2xt
(xt −Dt)

2.

Proposition 3.1. For each type t ∈ T , the VC asks equity share

θt =
2xt

(xt −Dt)2

[

K −
Dt

xt

(

xt −
(1 + α)Dt

2

)]

.

PROOF : Since E0(t) = K −D0(t) for each t, we have

K −
Dt

xt

[

xt −
(1 + α)Dt

2

]

=
θt
2xt

(xt −Dt)
2

for each type t ∈ T . Then it follows Lemma 1.

Note that θt ∈ (0, 1) always holds by (2.1). It is clear that the equity share θt for the VC increases

in the required investment K. For a given debt level Dt, an increase in K leads to an increase of

the amount of investment by the VC. Then the equity share required by the VC rises under Bertrand

competition. We also find that an increase in the expected project value xt/2 decreases the VC’s

equity share since

∂θH
∂xH

= −
2[(K −DH)xH + (K + αDH)DH ]

(xH −DH)3
< 0,

∂θL
∂xL

= −
2[(K −DL)xL + (K + αDL)DL]

(xL −DL)3
< 0.

Thus as the entrepreneur’s project is expected to yield a higher value, he can take more equity

share.

If the expected project value is sufficiently high, the entrepreneur can increase his equity share

by writing additional debt. Otherwise, his equity share reduces with debt level. Suppose that the

investors correctly perceive the type of the entrepreneur. The expected revenue of the high type

and the low type are given by

wt(Dt) =
(1− θt)

2xt
(xt −Dt)

2 =
1

2

[

xt −
αD2

t

xt
− 2K

]
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for each t ∈ T . Therefore the expected utility of the high type and the low type are given by

Ut(Dt; t) =
1

2

[

xt −
αD2

t

xt
− 2K

]

− γtDt.

for each t ∈ T . For each type, the entrepreneur’s expected utility increases in the expected project

value while it decreases in the bankruptcy cost, debt level and the amount of initial investment.

Suppose that the investors consider cutoff debt levelD∗. The investor considers the entrepreneur

who chooses debt level higher than D∗ as the high type and who chooses debt level less than or

equal to D∗ as the low type. If the high type mimics the low type and thus chooses zero debt level,

his expected utility becomes

UH(0;H) = wL(0).

On the other hand, if the low type mimics the high type, his expected utility is given by

UL(D
∗;H) = wH(D∗)− γLD

∗.

Then we have incentive compatibility constraints:

w − γHD ≥
(1− θL)H

2
=

(xL − 2K)xH
2xL

≡ uH ,

w − γLD ≤
(1− θL)L

2
=

xL − 2K

2
≡ uL.

Proposition 3.2. In separating equilibria, the high type and low type’s debt level are given by

D∗
L = 0,

D∗
H ∈

[

DH , D̄H

]

where

D
H

=
−γLxH +

√

xH(γ2

L
xH + αxH − αxL)

α
,

D̄H =
−γHxHxL +

√

xHxL(γ2

H
xHxL + 2αxHk − 2αkxL)

αDL

.

The equilibrium level of the debt is illustrated in Figure 2.
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D

w

D∗

H
D∗

L

UL = uL

UH = uH

wH

wL

Figure 2: Debt levels of the separating equilibria in the basic model
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